
  

Spring 2021 New & Special Topics Classes  

  
 
 
 
 
  
ANIMATION + INTERACTIVE MEDIA  
 
  

     AN299-1 Drawing for Animation (3 credits)  
This is a course aimed at developing the drawing skills particular to the practice of 2D animation. With an emphasis on staying      
on-model, students will plan for and create: keyframes (and their subsequent in-betweens), timing charts, dramatic and exaggerated 
drawings, all while continuing to focus on composition, line, and light. Students will also develop an animated sequence from pose-
to-pose, to animated roughs, to clean-up and coloring. 
  

     Prerequisites:           15 Credits  
Fulfills:   A+IM 200-Level Elective or Studio Elective 
 

NEW!  
     AN399-1 2D Animation for Games and Interactive Media (3 credits)  

This is a course aimed at developing the animation and workflow skills particular to the needs of game development and other 
interactive media. Students will consider user input as they develop 2D character, prop and effects animation for particular game 
genres or art styles. The exercises and projects in this class, will emphasize the appropriate file set up, structure and pipeline for 
the Unity game engine. Topics covered may include character movement cycles, sprite sheets, rigging, game mechanics and simple 
coding to control 2D characters. Previous experience in game development is useful but not required. 
 
Prerequisites:           30 Credits, AN220 Animation Principles (recommended pre-req or co-req ID260 Games and Interactive Media) or Permission      
                                 of Instructor 

      Fulfills:                      A+IM 300-Level Elective or 300-Level Studio Elective 
 
 
 

ILLUSTRATION 
 
 

NEW!  
     IL405-1   Senior Illustration Business Practices (3 credits)  

In this course students complete independently generated illustration projects. Guided by an instructor, students create a 
comprehensive body of work which explores a specific field of illustration. Particular attention is paid to the development of 
professional level artwork, and a thorough understanding of the market for such images. Students work in their studios and 
participate in weekly group and/or individual critiques with the instructor.       

 
      Prerequisites:        See Senior Capstone Program Entrance Criteria 
      Fulfills:                  Illustration Capstone Requirement (Illustration students); Studio Elective 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

INTERDISCIPLINARY  
 
 

NEW!  
    ID370-1   s l o w (3 credits)  

Mindfulness practices will inform this distraction-free and low-tech studio environment. This course is designed to underscore 
quiet attention to the development of a body of work over the course of one semester. Students will participate in work driven 
from within and developed through focused engagement, constructive critique, self-reflection and relevant readings. Themes 
will emerge from the work created in this class, starting with themes completed in other courses or independently. Self-reflective 
writings will be utilized to help arrive at project statements and to set intentions for the work. Regular meditative exercises will 
complement the studio practice and further support a distraction free, studio experience.  
 

     Prerequisites:         Sophomore Studio 
      Fulfills:                   300-Level Studio Elective; Studio Elective 
  

 
NEW!  
    ID399-1   Disruption With a Purpose (3 credits)  

This course is an investigation of issues of Social Justice in contemporary artistic practice and theoretical writings. A primary 
objective of this course is to provide a working model to engage the student’s studio practice as it relates to individual agency. By 
looking at a variety of visual material, art and cultural movements, critical readings will be used to focus on concepts and questions 
that arise from these works of art. Class discussions and individual research will lead to both visual and/or short written responses. 
Students will complete a series of exercises crafting visual and/or written responses to topics such as: Inequity, systemic 
oppression, colonialism, dynamics of privilege and power, race, gender, identity, among other topics relevant to this current 
moment. Students will then research a single issue and generate a larger work further exploring the topic. Media for art making 
include painting, sculpture, photography, animation, video or performance. Students may elect to work in teams collaboratively on 
projects for this course.   
 

     Prerequisites:   60 Credits or Permission of Instructor 
      Fulfills:                     300-level Studio Elective 
 

  
 
PAINTING + DRAWING  
 
  

NEW!  
     DR299-1      Drawing II: Inside/Out (3 credits)  
     PN299-1      Painting II: Inside/Out (3 credits)  

This course deepens one’s understanding of the spatial implications of color using a wide range of drawing and painting media 
with the 'interior' and the 'landscape' expressively and formally. Students investigate natural and artificial light; deep to more 
shallow space; study examples of paintings and mixed media works from historical to contemporary artists with a range of 
formats, approaches and intentions. There is a focus on research as well as developing work in a series format throughout the 
semester.   

 
       DR299 Prerequisites:    Observation I: Direct Observation 
       DR299 Fulfills:              200-Level Drawing Elective or Studio Elective 
 
       PN299 Prerequisites:    Painting I: Painting, Color & Light 
       PN299 Fulfills:              200-Level Painting Elective or Studio Elective 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
        

PRINTMAKING 
 

NEW!  
      PR299-A   The Digital Matrix (3 credits)  

This course will consider digital files as a matrix from which to make print works. We will look at both how digital production 
methods can be combined with traditional print processes and how the medium of printmaking can be expanded through digital 
tools. (Ideas: Laser cut woodblocks, Vinyl cut images and as resist on etching plate, Vinyl cutter pen tool with etching plate, 
digital prints, temporary tattoos, stickers, machine embroidery from digital files?, digital distribution and relationship to print.) 

 
      Prerequisites:        None 
      Fulfills:                  Printmaking Elective (Printmaking students); Studio Elective 

 
 

NEW!  
      PR299-B   Printmaking in Quarantine (3 credits)  

This course will focus on adaptations in process, materials, and mindsets. Using the constraints that are sometimes within our 
control and other times outside our purview, students will create work that forces them to change their practice and reflect 
upon their situation. Working with new and found 2d and 3d materials and processes, students will make independent work 
based on thematic challenges. Special attention will be paid to methods of sharing/exhibiting work during restrictive situations. 
Scale, deadlines, media, and application will be discussed and addressed throughout the course with a focus on artists, both 
current and historical, who have overcome challenges in their own work. 
 

      Prerequisites:        None 
      Fulfills:                  Printmaking Elective (Printmaking students); Studio Elective 

 
 
 
LIBERAL ARTS  
 
 

NEW!  
      AH399-A Museums and Monuments: Remaking History (3 credits)  

As highly visible markers, monuments provide an important focal point for both dialog and protest. Museum collecting practices, 
while less immediately obvious, can have an equally charged relationship to shifting priorities. Via a linked examination of 
monuments and museum conventions, this course examines how histories are written and rewritten.The discussion starts with the 
recent past, as Confederate monuments, along with statues celebrating slave traders and others who participated in colonial 
violence, have been called into question and sometimes toppled off their pedestals. The larger perspective will include earlier 
episodes of “revolutionary vandalism” (a phrase associated with removal of emblems of royal power following the French 
Revolution) and, from a different angle, ways that contemporary artists have attempted to rethink the rhetoric of commemoration. 
The examination of museums will consider what has not been collected due to historical blind spots, the stories museums tell in 
relation to objects on display, and material that has been subject to repatriation demands.  
  

      Prerequisites:         Art History Modern Developments 
 Fulfills:                    Art History Elective, Curatorial Studies Museum and Exhibition Requirement, Art Education Diversity Requirement, 
                                Humanities Elective or Liberal Arts Elective  

 
    AH399-B Women, Art, Power and Protest (3 credits) 

This art history course examines specific historical moments when women artists used their collective and 
individual work to expose and question traditional power structures. It includes a sustained look at the art and 
theory of first and second wave feminism. It continues with an investigation of contemporary approaches to this 
issue through case studies of activist groups such as the Guerrilla Girls and Pussy Riot, and individual artists, 
both local and global, who use their work to address issues of art and power. Students will complete responses to readings, 
a midterm, and a research paper and presentation. 
 

      Prerequisites:         Art History Modern Developments 
 Fulfills:                   Art History Elective, Humanities Elective or Liberal Arts Elective  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
LIBERAL ARTS (continued) 
 
 
 

NEW!  
     HU299-1 Scriptwriting (3 credits)  

From animation to graphic novels, films to tv, the script is the building block of many forms of media. In this course, we will learn 
the proper script formatting for plays, film, and print media (graphic novels). Students will learn the importance of strong dialogue, 
showing character development through actions and words, how to use stage directions and text boxes, and clear character arcs. 
Readings will consist of film and tv pilot scripts, which we will analyze for craft and content, and listen to scriptwriting podcasts. 
Additionally, students will work on developing their own scripts for a range of media. The course will culminate in a table read of a 
selection of each student’s work. 

 
      Prerequisites:          Art History Modern Developments or Permission of Instructor 
      Fulfills:                     Creative Writing Elective, Humanities Elective or Liberal Arts Elective  
 
 

 
 NEW!  
     SI299-A The Biology of Perception (3 credits)  

What biological mechanisms underlie visual perception? How do our five senses give rise to aesthetic experiences? This course 
will overview the biological underpinnings of the brain's perceptual systems within the context of making and experiencing art. From 
the fundamentals of cellular biology, to the complexities of neuroaesthetics, students will become familiar with the history of 
neuroscience, gain an understanding of neurobiology, and apply that knowledge to art-making. Drawing from a variety of 
neuroscience texts and online materials, course work will include readings, writings, and content-related art projects.  

 
      Prerequisites:          Research & Rhetoric; and, Art History Origins 
      Fulfills:                     Science Requirement or Liberal Arts Elective  
 
  
     SI299-B/C           Are You What You Eat? Intro to Human Nutrition (3 credits)  

Students will study the impact of nutrition on wellness by focusing on eating practices and their effect on the overall health of 
the human body. This course will introduce the basic chemistry needed to understand the biology of nutrition.  Topics include food 
groups, nutrients, product label interpretation, and nutrition's role in disease and wellness. A free online nutrition textbook will 
provide much of our course material, and students will be required to complete assignments, read the assigned text, and complete 
a project. 
 

      Prerequisites:          Research & Rhetoric; and, Art History Origins 
      Fulfills:                     Science Requirement or Liberal Arts Elective  
 

  
 NEW!  
     SO399-1 Urban Planning and Social Justice (3 credits)  

Urban planning has been used as a tool for progress and also used as a tool to inhibit progress. The focus of this course will be to 
study the history of urban planning with the lens of social justice used to determine when planning decisions have been made to 
increase collective progress and when it has been used to increase inequity and block progress of certain groups based on 
economic and racial categories. In the first half of the course, students will be exposed to important historical urban planning events 
and use the social justice lens to evaluate the outcomes and identify inequities of public policy and urban planning. They will read 
and discuss how urban planning decisions in the recent past continue to effect the present. A short research paper on a chosen 
historic urban planning project will be used to evaluate their understanding. In the second half of the course, students will build on 
the first half lessons and apply those lessons in evaluating international urban planning decisions within the context of mobility and 
social justice. Finally, students will use urban planning techniques to solve a social justice issue in a specific municipality of their 
choosing. The final evaluation will be done through the development of a public policy proposal and presentation to the class. 

 
      Prerequisites:          Humanities II; and, 60 Credits; or Permission of Chair of Liberal Arts Division 

 Fulfills:                    Social Science Core Requirement, Social Science Elective or Liberal Arts Elective  
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